Surveys about training for transition

Dear friends in transition, thank you for your interest in taking part, at this very challenging time. Please complete the survey you feel is most appropriate to you, by 10/5/20 if you can, but we understand these are difficult and unpredictable times for all of us! If you manage to take part after this date we will still do our best to include your ideas in this inquiry.

Please click on the survey you would like to take:

Survey for trainers
Survey for training participants
Survey for Transitioners and Hubsters
Read about the Training Circle

If you would like to, it would be wonderful if you could share these surveys with your networks, people in your Hub or initiative, or participants who have attended your training.

During May we will collate and then share our findings with you (anonymised), with recommendations for re-energizing training based on the collective intelligence of the movement.

Thank you so much and wishing you safe and well.